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How to assemble a wahl beard trimmer

Courtesy of Retailer The first step to a righteous beard? Grow one. Like, don’t touch your facial hair at all for several months. The second step—once you have enough length—trim it up. The first step is definitely the hardest, but the second comes with its own challenges. Whether you want a long, flowing beard or something shorter and cleaner,
keeping your beard in shape ensures that it not only looks great, but your whiskers stay healthy.But in order to do that, you need the proper tools. Namely, a beard trimmer. Most beard trimmers come with multiple length options that allow you to easily cut your beard to the exact length you want and shape it however you desire. The trick is,
especially the first time you trim, to start longer than you think you’ll want. You can always cut it shorter, but if you go too short, your only option is to wait for it to grow.Read more: Best Electric Razors for MenLength possibilities are the most important part of choosing the right beard trimmer, but there are other things to consider as well. Like how
coarse your beard is—if it’s very thick, you’ll need a more powerful trimmer. If you’re new to beards, you might want to go on the simpler side to make sure you get the hang of beard trimming before you invest. And if you’re a beard veteran, you may want to go with something more professional grade and fly without the protection of guards.
Whatever you want in a beard trimmer, this list of the best will point you in the right direction.The Best Beard Trimmers Advertisement - Continue Reading Below Precision Power Beard, Mustache & Hair Trimmer $115 AT AMAZON $169 AT WALMART The reason we love this Men’s Health Grooming Award-winning trimmer so much is because it’s
just so freaking easy to use. The adjustable dial allows you to toggle between 19 different length settings without switching attachments, allowing for a truly customized beard trimming experience. The powerful motor powers 9,8000 cuts per minute and the stainless steel blades slice through even the thickest whiskers like their butter. King C.
Gillette $24 AT AMAZON $26 AT WALMART This budget-friendly trimmer is deceptively simple. There are three length combs—one for stubble, one for short beards and one for longer styles. While you don’t get the bells and whistles of some more expensive models, you still get 50 minutes of cordless trimming on a single charge and the ability to
wash it under running water. It’s a high quality trimmer that won’t break the bank.Read more: Best Beard Products for Men If you’re an experienced beard groomer or have a longer beard that you don’t need attachments to trim, this trimmer is for you. It’s really a professional grade clipper, so don’t expect length guards. However, in the right hands,
this trimmer does it all. It can cut through thick whiskers to shape up a beard, shave in sharp lines and edges, and fade sideburns with ease. Buy this one for the price, be happy you did for the features. This trimmer is packed with features you usually see in models ten times the price, like 14 different length settings, 65 minutes of cordless run time
and additional attachments like an ear, nose and mustache detailer that helps keep errant hairs at bay all over your face. 32400 Slimline Pro T-Blade Trimmer $69 AT AMAZON $61 AT WALMART If you want to use what the professionals use, pick up this trimmer. Chances are, it’s what your barber uses to get those super crisp lines around your neck,
beard and sideburns and you can get those at home with this pro-grade outliner. It comes with 4 length attachments, but if you have a longer beard you’ll need to use a beard comb. Philips Norelco OneBlade Hybrid Electric Trimmer and Shaver, Frustration Free Packaging, QP2520/90 This handy trimmer is the one tool every guy should own,
according to celebrity groomer Amy Komorowski. That’s because it can do it all—shave, trim, detail, and more. Use the length guards to clean up short beards or perma-stubble looks and the innovative non-irritating shaver to detail neck and check lines, clean up sideburns and pretty much anything else you could think of doing. $32 AT AMAZON $43
AT WALMART What’s better than a beard trimmer? A beard trimmer that can give you a haircut. This complete kit comes with everything you need to trim your beard to perfection and give yourself a haircut if that’s what you want. There are six length guards included and as a rotary dial to adjust the blade length. It’s completely waterproof for easy
cleansing and gives you two and a half hours of cordless run time on just a single charge. When we say complete, we really mean it.Read more: Best Hair Clippers for Men PT45 Beard & Hair Trimmer Leave it to a company called The Beard Club to develop one of the best trimmers out there. This next level trimmer has a whopping 45 different cutting
lengths and a 3 hour run time per charge. The 7,000 rpm motor gives you all the power to trim through thick and thin beards alike to give you the perfect shape every time.Read more: Best Body Groomers for Men Stainless Steel Beard Trimmer No matter what you’re hoping to trim—your beard, your hair, your nose hairs—this trimmer gets the job
done. Four different heads, including a shaver and a detailer, allow you to trim not just your whiskers, but everything else, too. There are also 12 guide combs which allow you to trim your beard and give yourself a haircut if you so desire. It’s an all-in-one option that really gets all the jobs done. Any experienced beard trimmer knows that the worst
part of cutting your beard is the cleanup. This trimmer has an integrated vacuum to suck up the hair before it falls into your skink or on your chest. There are also an incredible 20 built-in length settings available at just the turn of a knob, making this not only one of the most versatile options out there, but the cleanest, too. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Advertisement - Continue Reading Below Choose a size and copy the code below to embed this guide as a small widget on your site / forum. Photo Courtesy: Pixabay
Beards may be classically rugged, but having one adds an extra layer of maintenance to your personal hygiene routine. Fortunately, whether yours is closely cropped or long and lush, it’s possible to keep a beard of any length neat — when you have the right tools. Investing in a cordless beard trimmer is one helpful way to maintain the look you love
without the inconvenience of staying near an electrical outlet. We’ve taken the work out of searching for cordless beard trimmers. These are the 10 best models available, according to reviews from consumers who’ve tried them out. MORE FROM CONSUMERSEARCH.COM Maridav/Shutterstock The best beard trimmer should keep your facial hair
from looking unkempt, properly cutting all the hair after just a few passes.There are a few things you should consider before buying a beard trimmer. After all, different people have different beards and styles, and you might even be looking for something that you can use for other areas of body hair, too. Here are a few things to keep in mind:Corded
or cordless: Each beard trimmer you run into will fall into one of two categories: It'll either be corded or cordless. There are advantages to both. Corded trimmers don't require you to charge up or replace batteries, while cordless ones don't require a power outlet and are more portable.Attachments: Beard trimmers often come with a range of
attachments, and how you want to use your beard trimmer could dictate the attachments you need. You'll want to think about how long your beard is, along with whether you want to use the trimmer for hair elsewhere – like the hair on the top of your head or in your nostrils.Waterproofing: Some people prefer to do their shaving in the shower to make
for an easier cleanup, or to simply wash their trimmer under the tap after shaving. If that's you, you'll want to ensure you're getting a waterproof device.And, of course, the beard trimmer should be safe to use. After research and real-life usage, we have narrowed down the list of our favorite beard trimmers.Here are the best beard trimmers we've
tested in 2021: Amazon The Multigroom 3000 comes with three interchangeable trimmer heads: full size, precision, and nose and ear. To clean, just pop the head off the trimmer and rinse it. For the full-size trimmer head, there are seven guards with varying lengths, including three for trimming head hair. An included bag helps keep everything in
one place.Regardless of beard style, this trimmer does the job: It tackles a full face of hair and shaves down stubble. The precision head is handy for creating that professional look.What I like about the Multigroom 3000 is the high-quality steel blades and contoured shape that allows for a comfortable hold. Be careful: The blades are sharp, so make
sure you use a guard or exercise care. The rechargeable battery is rated for 60 minutes of continuous use, but as someone who only needs to trim his facial hair every other week, I find these trimmers to have enough standby power. If you trim on a regular basis, you may need to charge it once a week. — Les Shu Andis If your preferred beard style
requires fine detail work, the Andis Slimline Pro is a wonderful choice. The design is lightweight and ergonomic, which makes it easy to handle for precise trimming. Despite its small size, it has a single-speed motor that delivers an impressive 6,000 cutting strokes per minute. It comes with four comb guard attachments, a charging stand, blade oil,
and a cleaning brush. The guards come in handy when you need to cut down some length while still retaining your facial hair.The Andis Slimline Pro Trimmer has a run time of 2 hours, which might not seem like a lot, but considering trimming only takes a few minutes, it has plenty of battery life to last for many grooming sessions if you choose not to
dock it after each use. — Amir Ismael Amazon Designed to be fully immersible in water, the Wet and Dry trimmer can be used anywhere, whether you're doing a quick trim while on the go or a closer, more thorough cut in the shower. The waterproof design also makes cleaning a breeze. Just open up the drainage hole and run warm water through it
to clean out hair built up on the blade.Since convenience is a huge part of the trimmer's design, you can easily adjust the level of the blade by turning the 19-setting dial. Ranging from a 1mm length to a 10mm length, the quick adjustable blade will help you achieve a close trim, a clean but grown-in look, and everything in between.The trimmer is
rated at 50 minutes of battery power, which is 10 minutes less than other options on this list like the Philips Norelco Multigroom 3000 and Philips Norelco One Blade. Despite having a slightly shorter battery life, it's still pretty good considering a beard trim usually only takes a few minutes each time. Wahl The Wahl Lithium Ion Plus has stood the
test of time as one of the best-selling beard trimmers, thanks to its reliability and the many attachments that the trimmer comes with. You'll find this trimmer recommended by other reviewers, like Wirecutter and The Strategist, too.The Lithium Ion Plus has one attachment to trim your beard and another for precise detailing. There are also
attachments for trimming nose and ear hair. On top of that, it has 12 combs for different hair lengths. There is a power adapter for recharging the internal battery and tools to clean the heads. The size and weight also make it ideal for travel.Wahl products are popular with professional barbers, but that doesn't mean they're indestructible. You'll want
to be careful with how much water it's exposed to, as some users have noted a little rust after longer periods of time, and the running water can cause the blades to wear out quicker. Because of that, cleaning the device can take some time, as you'll have to use the included brush. Since the heads are removable, you can purchase new ones should you
wear them out. Philips For the hirsute among us who require a trimmer that handles both face and body, the Philips OneBlade Face & Body Hybrid is the tool to consider. Operational in both wet or dry, you can rinse it under water or shave in the shower — just don't submerge it in water. The OneBlade comes with two removable blades (each for face
and body), combs for different trim lengths, and a guard for trimming around delicate areas. The blade is designed for trimming, edging, and even shaving your face, although we recommend using a separate shaver instead since it doesn't shave as close — unless you want the stubble look. But, it's comfortable to use as it doesn't pull hair out
completely.The rechargeable battery is rated for 60 minutes of continuous use, which is fine for quick, daily maintenance.Each blade will last up to four months depending on how often you use it, according to the company. However, a two-pack blade replacement is not cheap, which means it will cost more to maintain this product. — Les Shu Philips
Some trimmers are a bit difficult to clean, but Philips Norelco makes the chore easy, thanks to a built-in vacuum.Philips claims that the vacuum in the Norelco 7200 will suck up 90% of cut hairs. After shaving, all you have to do is dump the reservoir into the trash.Of course, the vacuum isn't the only advantage of this trimmer. It also comes with a
beard comb and two detail comb attachments. Plus, you can tweak comb lengths by 0.5mm increments simply by turning a dial, making for a super precise trim.This trimmer can be recharged, but instead of the 60-minute rating you'll find with most Philips Norelco trimmers, this one works for 80 minutes before you need to plug it in. It can also be
used while charging, so even when the battery is dead, it isn't completely useless. A plus: There's a battery indicator. Christian de Looper is a freelance technology reporter who covers smartphones, smart home, computers, wearables, and other gadgets for Business Insider. Born and raised in Canberra, Australia, Christian moved to the U.S. in 2012
to study music production. That same year, he started writing about consumer tech, having been interested in gadgets and all things tech his whole life. After Christian received his Bachelor's Degree of Science in Music Technology, he moved to California, winding up in the San Francisco Bay Area — right next door to the Silicon Valley. Since then,
his writing has appeared in Digital Trends, TechRadar, Reviewed, and more. Learn more about how our team of experts tests and reviews products at Insider here. Read more Read less Senior Reporter, Insider Reviews Amir Ismael is a senior reporter for Insider Reviews, Insider's e-commerce branch of the service journalism team. As a collector of
sneakers and fashion, Amir is passionate about all things related to style. He's covered everything including the industry's shift to producing more sustainable clothing, the most comfortable loungewear, all of the best places to shop for affordable business casual attire, and more. He's used his expertise in footwear and the footwear industry to review
all kinds of shoes from sportswear giants, well-known casual brands, and startups. Amir's coverage also includes eyewear, watches, and grooming products like electric razors and men's skincare. Since the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic, Amir has led Insider Reviews' face masks coverage with thoughtful recommendations based on CDC
guidelines, expert opinions, and his own testing. During his time at Insider, Amir previously handled deals of the day coverage, and worked as a generalist writing hundreds of reviews ranging from phone cases and headphones to bed sheets and blenders, and has also covered major shopping holidays including Amazon Prime Day, Black Friday, and
Cyber Monday. Before joining the Insider Reviews team in 2017, worked as a freelance writer for Complex Sneakers and Sole Collector where he contributed to daily sneaker news and release dates, feature-length articles, and interviews with artists, designers, and athletes. Amir graduated from William Paterson University in 2015 with a degree in
journalism and public relations. Say hello to Amir at aismael@insider.com or on Instagram @amirjismael. Learn more about how our team of experts tests and reviews products at Insider here. Learn more about how we test style and beauty products. Read more Read less More: Features Insider Picks Guides IP Beauty Shaving & Grooming
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